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BioGrass is Different.
All sod is not the same. What makes BioGrass different? It's the scientific processes
that happen behind the scenes at BioGrass Test Farms, where we continually
research and compare new varieties and combinations in diverse conditions.

BioGrass is Beautiful.
All BioGrass products are the result of scientifically formulated seed mixes that are
field and laboratory tested to achieve specific criteria. That includes rich color, lush
texture and durability. And a BioGrass lawn will look beautiful not just when it’s
installed, but for many years to come.

BioGrass is Carefully Formulated.
The science behind BioGrass products goes beyond beautiful surface characteristics.
BioGrass products are specifically designed and adapted for the climate and
environment of the Intermountain West. With proper care, they will be resistant to
environmental stresses and climactic changes all year long.

BioGrass is Environmentally Sound.
BioGrass products are selectively bred to be inherently resistant to a variety of
surface-feeding insects. This cuts down on the use of pesticides. And thanks to
excellent color characteristics, our grasses often require less fertilizer. Properly
maintained, they will naturally develop strong and deep root systems. In addition,
certain BioGrass products are designed for lower water consumption, an issue of
ever-greater importance in Utah and throughout the West.
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Native blend with the BioGrass difference.

With BioNative, we’ve brought to life a native sod blend that needs little
water or fertilizer. No surprise, it does well when left alone in both sunny
and shady surroundings. It can grow to heights of 12 to 36 inches tall.
But while it’s genetically programmed to withstand extreme temperatures
and dry spells, BioNative isn’t naturally equipped to handle hoards of
hyperactive children (or adults).

Feeling right at home.

We raise BioNative to maturity and mow it down to 3 inches before
meticulously machine-harvesting it in slabs and rolls approximately 5/8 of
an inch thick. We inspect every bit of our sod before
bringing it your way, at which point it should be installed
What better sod to enhance your Utah landscape than the grass found naturally
immediately. Once it’s installed? You can mow your
in the peaks and valleys of Mountain West? We’ve selected the most attractive
BioNative regularly to a minimum 3 inches tall. Or let it go
native grass species and adaptive plant varieties out there to bring you BioNative
wild and mow it a couple of times a year — once in fall
sod. Bred for beauty over ballgames, BioNative’s medium texture and familiar
and once in spring. It doesn’t take much to keep BioNative
hues are ideal for low-maintenance areas. This special blend of warm-weather
growing beautifully. Give it a little extra water now and
and cool-weather grasses was made for Utah soil. So even if your property
then and you’ll only enhance its natural color and density.
doesn’t extend from the valley floor to extreme Alpine conditions, rest assured,
your sod could handle it.

Questions? We’re here to help.

The best of nature. And science.
Call us at 801-562-9090 or send us an email
A “mix” is a combination of seeds from different plant species. And no one mixes
a meadow quite like BioGrass’s turf scientists. We experiment with endless
formulations to get the ideal grasses in the right ratios. We seek out natural color
that lasts from early spring to late fall. We ensure self-repair beyond compare.
Then we establish the ever important drought tolerance.

at info@biograss.net.

